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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
OF THE DETERMINISTIC PARTICLE METHOD

APPLIED TO THE WIGNER EQUATION

ANTON ARNOLD AND FRANCIS NIER

Abstract. The Wigner equation of quantum mechanics has the form of a ki-

netic equation with a pseudodifferential operator in a Fourier integral form

which requires great care in the numerical approximation. This paper is con-

cerned with the numerical analysis of the weighted particle method, introduced

by S. Mas-Gallic and P. A. Raviart, applied to this equation. In particular, we

will prove convergence of the method in a physically relevant case, where the

Wigner equation models the quantum tunneling of electrons through a potential

barrier.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, there has been a renewal of interest in the Wigner—or

quantum Liouville—equation. This equation, first proposed by Wigner in [2],

provides a kinetic model which takes into account quantum effects in transport

phenomena. Such an application of this equation was suggested by solid state

physicists [3, 4] in order to describe the behavior of electrons in ultraintegrated
electronic devices. The typical example is the resonant tunneling diode whose

performance is based on quantum tunneling through a potential barrier.

The simulations which rely on the Wigner model aim to determine the

current-voltage characteristic of these devices as well as their behavior away

from equilibrium. In this framework, the usual numerical methods are finite

difference schemes [3, 4] and spectral methods [5].
Here we shall investigate a weighted particle method which has been used for

a few years for integro-differential equations arising from the classical kinetic

theory. In particular, the numerical analysis of this method was carried out in

the context of the linearized Boltzmann equation [6, 7] and of the semicon-

ductor Boltzmann equation [8], where the integral operator models collisions

of physical particles. However, the corresponding results do not carry over to

the Wigner equation because of the particular form of the Fourier integral op-

erator which describes quantum effects due to a potential barrier. Moreover,

the usual mathematical analysis of this equation [9, 18] relies on semigroup

theory in Hubert spaces, especially L2(E"), which is the natural framework of

quantum mechanics. But this context cannot be used in the numerical analysis

of the particle method, which needs Lp and Wm>p estimates with p = 1 or
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(2.1) {

p = oo [10, 11]. As we will see, the Wm'p estimates, and therefore the order

of convergence, are related to the regularity of the potential V(x), which will

model the potential barrier.
The numerical application of the proposed method to the Wigner equation

will be the topic of a subsequent paper [19].

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the Wigner equa-

tion and the particle method, §3 provides a priori estimates in Wm<p spaces of

the exact solution, and the convergence analysis is done in §4. The paper ends

with a convergence proof of the particle method in a physically relevant case

where the potential is not smooth. This last result, given in §5, is obtained by

weak compactness arguments which are not standard in the analysis of particle

methods.

2. The Wigner equation and the particle method

The Wigner equation models the motion of electrons in an external electro-

static potential, which we shall decompose in order to describe quantum tun-

neling effects: the electrons are accelerated by a uniform electric field E and

partially tunnel through a potential barrier given by the real-valued function

V(x), x £ Rd (d = 1, 2, or 3). The Wigner equation governs the evolution

of a (quasi)-distribution function w(x, v , t), where x £ Rd , v £ Rd, and

/ £ R+ are respectively the position, velocity, and time coordinates:

dtw + vdxw + Edvw = 8(x, dv)w,

w(t = 0) = w¡.

The operator 6(x, dv) is a pseudodifferential operator related to the potential

V . It is defined by

V (x + ^dv) -v(x- l^dv\

or in an equivalent integral form

(6w)(x, v)

(2.2a) = (27r)-^2 f  j [v (x - |) - V (x + |)] w(x, r¡)eiv'' dn,

(2.2b) w(x, r¡) = (2n)-d'2 [ w(x, fie-*'" d£,.
Jmd(

The term Edvw can be included in the pseudodifferential operator by adding

—E • x to the potential V(x). Without restricting the generality of the model,

we will first assume that the function V belongs to L2(Rd) n L°°{Rd). Then a

semigroup analysis provided in [9] states that the operator -vdx-Edv+6ix, dv)

generates a strongly continuous unitary group in L2(M.dx x Rd). Thus, if the

initial data w¡ belongs to L2(R2d), there exists a unique mild solution w of

equation (2.1) which satisfies

(2.3) \\w(t)\\L2iR2ä) = IKHlW)-

Since w{t) £ L2(R2d) for any (el+, the right-hand side of equation (2.1) ap-

pears as a convolution product of two L2 -functions with respect to the velocity

9(x, dv)w = w
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variable:

(9w)(x ,v,t) = <p(x, v) *v w(x ,v,t)

= /    tp(x, v - v')w(x, v', t)dv'.
Jw>,

v'

The function tp is the inverse Fourier transform (with respect to the velocity

variable) of the function \[V(x - \n) - V(x + \n)] and is defined by

tp(x,v) = (2n)-d 11 [V (x - |) - V (x + 1)] eiv">dn

(2-4) d/2
= 2Í-J     ha[e2iv'xV{2v)].

Then the Wigner equation can be written as

( dtw + vdxw + Edvw = <p*vw,

{     ' \w(t = 0) = wI.

The right-hand side of this equation is local in position and nonlocal in velocity,

like the collision operator of the Boltzmann type equations [6, 7, 8]. This

suggests to set up a similar particle method as the one developed for these

equations.
This numerical method relies on the definition of a discrete set of particles

at positions (x¡(t), v¡(t)), i £ I?d , with constant phase space control volumes

X, and time-depending weights w¿(t). These particles must not be considered

as physical particles but as purely mathematical quantities. Then the solution

w is approximated in measure by a linear combination of delta functions:

(2.6)       w(x, v, t) ~ w(x, v, t) = y XjWi(t)ô(x - Xj(t)) ® S(v - v¡(t)).

lez2-*

Moreover, for a continuous Wigner function w, the weights w¡(t) will turn
out to be an approximation for w(x¡(t), v¡(t), t).

The particles are moved along the characteristics of the left-hand side of

(2.5):

(21) **L-v ^i-E
(¿J) dt ~U" dt ~h-

In order to determine the time evolution of the weights, we first notice that the

exact solution w of equation (2.5) satisfies

-j-wiXiit), Vi(t) ,t) = itp *v w){x¡{t), Viit), t) = {6w){xi{t), Vi(t), t).

Now we have to find an approximation of the right-hand integral operator,

which is local in x. A simple argument shows that it does not make sense

to directly apply 6 to the particle approximation w : When the particles are

initially placed on a regular mesh in R2d, then (2.7) easily shows that just

one particle will be located at a certain jc-position, for almost every t £ R+ .
dw , evaluated at the position of this particle, (x¡(t), v¡(t)), will therefore be

zero for almost every t.   Therefore, the kernel of the integral operator 9,
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ô(x - x')tp(x', v - v'), has to be smoothed in the x-direction. As in [12], we
first replace 6 by 9e, which is also nonlocal in the x-direction:

(2.8)        (6ew)(x,v)= [    [   Çe(x-x')<p(x',v-v')w(x',v')dx'dv'.
Jw1, Jr.*

x' v'

There, the delta function is approximated by the cutoff function Çe, which is

defined by

«*> = ?<(;,)•

with £ 6 Lx(Rd) and JRd C(x)dx = 1. Applying a quadrature approximation

to 9E, we now obtain the time evolution of the weights:

(2.9a) -t- = Y ki ? te ~xj)(P (XJ > vi - VJ )WJ.
j

(2.9b) wi(t = 0) = w¡(xi(t = 0), v¡(t = 0)).

Note, that the right-hand side of (2.9a) is a discretization of the integral (2.8)

with quadrature points at the positions of particles, (x¡(t), v¡(t)), i £ Z2d, and

w(Xj(t), Vi(t), t) is approximated by w¡(t).

This discretization is consistent when the integrand in (2.8) is regular enough.

The proof requires certain regularity assumptions on Ç,, tp and a priori estimates

on the exact solution w of the Wigner equation.
We remark that the Wigner equation is charge-conserving, i.e.,

/    w(t)dxdv = /    wjdxdv.
Jut^t JrU

This property carries over to the particle discretization, when the particles are
initially distributed on a regular grid with equal phase space control volumes
ki = h2d, i £ l?d, where h denotes the mesh spacing. Since Ç£ is even (see

Hypothesis 1) and tp(x, -v) = -f(x, v), the scheme can be made conserva-

tive:

-Jf = Ç W(*i - XjMXj , Vi - Vj)Wj
j

(2.10) - Y ¿jC£(Xj - x¡)<p(Xi, Vj - Vi)wt
j

= YW(X' - xj)[<P(xj » Vi - vj)wJ + (P(Xi , Vj - V¿)Wj].

j

Since the convergence analysis for this scheme is the same as for (2.9), and for

reasons of simplicity, we shall only study the scheme (2.9).

The cutoff function can be chosen quite freely, and we shall assume

Hypothesis 1. The cutoff function Ç is an even compactly supported function

such that

C(x)¿x = l.
/Jr",IrÍ

Moreover, it satisfies for a fixed positive integer r :

í e Wr'x(Rdx),
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and for all multi-indices a, 1 < |a| < r- 1,

:) dx = 0.[ x%(x)
Jrí

Note that the function tp is determined from the potential V. We will

first impose rather strong assumptions on V in order to develop a convergence
analysis.

Hypothesis 2. The function V belongs to L2(Rd)nL°°(Rd) and satisfies

(2.11) [  \va\\dßV(v)\dv <+oo   \/(a,ß),\a + ß\<m,
JrÍ

where m is a fixed integer and V denotes the Fourier transform of V. More-

over, there exist positive constants Cx and ex such that

(2-12) \V(v)\<n     fr
(i + M

These assumptions concern both the regularity and the decay of the function

V (expressed in terms of its Fourier transform V). The decay of the potential,

which gives the regularity of V, is no crucial condition in our context, since

V shall describe a compactly supported potential barrier. But difficulties arise

from the decay of the Fourier transform V, which corresponds to the regularity
of V.

Especially for a discontinuous barrier of the form

estimates (2.11) and (2.12) no longer hold. The particle method for such a

potential will be analyzed in §5 by mollifying the function V. But as a first

step, we shall investigate the convergence of the particle method for a smooth

potential V which satisfies Hypothesis 2.

3. A PRIORI ESTIMATES OF THE EXACT SOLUTION

As in the previous section, we shall assume in the sequel that the potential
V belongs to L2(Rd) n L°°(Rd) and the initial data w¡ to L2(R2d). This

ensures existence and uniqueness of a mild solution in L2(R2d) and entails

the equivalence of equations (2.1) and (2.5). As we already mentioned, we

need integrability and regularity of the exact solution w in order to justify

the quadrature approximation of the integral operator. All the estimates that
we need will be expressed in terms of the usual norms of the spaces IP(R2d)

and Wm'p(R2d), 1 < p < oo, m £ N, denoted by || ||¿,(RM) and || ||^m,,(RM),

respectively. We introduce the notation

|||/1IU,:=        sup        IIxVô^/II^r«)
H+\ß\+\y\+\S\<pi

for p £ N0 and 1 < p < oo .
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Proposition 3.1. Let p be an integer such that 0 < p < m (m given in Hypoth-

esis 2) and p a real number, 1 < p < oo.

Then, for any initial data w¡ £ L2(R2d) such that

(3.1) |||tü/|||íl>/,<oo,

the mild L2iR2d)-solution w of equation (2.1) satisfies

(3.2) \\\w(t)\\\ß>p < C(t)\\(l + IvnVWhw^wM,,,,,.

Here and in the proof of this proposition, C(t) denotes (not necessarily

equal) functions of C([0, oo)) that may depend on p and p .

The proof of this proposition is done in two steps. First, we introduce the

strongly continuous group of operators (Gt)tev¡. generated by the drift term

-vdx - Edv of equation (2.5). It can be defined via a time-dependent change

of variables,

(3.3) (Gtu)(x, v) = u(X(x,v,t),V(x,v,t)),

related to the characteristics of the operator —vdx - Edv :

Et2
X(x ,v,t)=x-vt + -y- , V(x, V , t) = V - Et.

This group is a strongly continuous unitary group on any Lp(R2d), 1 < p <

oo (see [17]). For p = oo , however, Gtu is not strongly continuous, but it still

satisfies ||Gím||lco(Rm) = ||w||z.~(m2<') > which is sufficient for the following proofs.

Moreover, Gt satisfies:

Lemma 3.1. If a function u satisfies |||m|||^,p < oo, then

(3.4) IIIMIU.P < cwilMIU,,
holds for any t £ R and 1 < p < oo.

Secondly, the right-hand side of equation (2.5) is handled as a linear pertur-

bation for which similar estimates hold.

Lemma 3.2.  With the same assumptions as in Lemma 3.1, we have

(3.5) HI? *, «HI,,,, < C||(l + \vnV(v)\\vm\\\u\\\^p.

By setting u(t) = G-,w(t), equation (2.5) is transformed to

i % = G-t(<p*vGtu),

1 u(0) = w¡.

Then, estimates (3.4) and (3.5) and Gronwall's lemma lead to

ni«(oiiu.,<c(oii(i+i«nK(t;)iiL,(li)iiiti>/|ii^,.
The proof of Proposition 3.1 ends by applying again estimate (3.4) with

w = Gtu.

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let u be a function which satisfies estimate (3.1). The

function defined by f(t) = Gtu is the (distributional) solution of the transport

equation
(dtf + vdxf + Edvf = o,

I f{t = 0) = u.
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By applying the operator xavßdxdy , we get

r dt(xav^dyxd^f) + vdx(xavßdld*f) + Edv(xavßd}d*f) = git),

\ (xavi*d¡d*f)(t = 0) = xav^dyxd^u.

The right-hand side g(t) is a sum of terms of the form (xa'vß'dx df f)(t),

with \a'\ + \ß'\ + \y'\ + \S'\ < p, and its IP norm is bounded by

kWlb(R^) < c|||/(/)||U.p.

Thus, for any ieK, the function (xavß dyxd* f)(t) is given by

ixav"d^f)it) = Gt(xavßdyd^u) + [ Gt-Sg(s)ds.
Jo

The inequalities

HOVa^/xoili,^) < Wx^didtuWw») + f \\g{s)\\i,>*»)ds
Jo

< Wx^dld^uU^ + C f \\\f(s)\\\^pds
Jo

follow from the conservativity of the IP norm under the transformation Gt.

Then, Gronwall's lemma applied to

lll/WIIU.p<IINIU.p + c/'|||/(i)||U,,rfi
Jo

ends the proof.   G

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let u be a function satisfying estimate (3.1). Let a, ß,y,

and ô be ¿/-dimensional multi-indices such that |a| + |/?| + |y| + |<î| < ¿i. We

first compute the derivative

didsv(tp*vu) = di(tp*vdsvu).

Since the two functions depend on the x-variable, we use the Leibniz formula

dyd¿(<p*vu) =   Y   ^Wl9)*vid?dtu)\.
yi+yi=y " IL

When we multiply by vß we apply again Leibniz's formula:

(3.6) xavfid¡d0vitp*vu)=     Y     ft iHÏlu, ,[(^'^'y) *v ix°vkd?dtu)].
ßith=ß ßx-ß2-yx-yi-
y\+yi=y

Differentiating equality (2.4) with respect to x gives

(2\dl2
ivßidy'tp)ix,v) = 2 Í-)     vh lm[i2ivYle2iv'xVi2v)]

and shows that v^dl'tp belongs to C(Rd,Lx(Rd)) with

(3.7) \\(v^dy¿tp)(x, v)\\V{Ri) < C||(l + \v\")V(v)\\vm   Vx e Rd.
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Therefore, all the convolution products appearing in the sum (3.6) are defined

and we have for almost every x £Rd

IlK'c?» *„ ixav*d?dfu)ix, v)\\u{ti)

< C||(l + \vnV(v)\\vm\\(xav^dyx^dtu)(x,v)\\u(Ri).

Taking the IP norm with respect to x of both sides gives

Wiv^tp) *v (xav^dyMu)\\m^d)

< C\\(\ + \v\nV(v)\\om\\xav^dyx^u\\mm

<C\\{\ + \v\f)V{v)^m\\\u\%,p.
By inserting these estimates in (3.6), we get existence of a constant C > 0 such

that

\\x«vf>dyxdôv(tp*„ mJII^^) < C||(i + WWWWo^mw^t,
is valid for any (a, ß, y, S) with \a\ + \ß\ + \y\ + \ô\ < p.   D

Remark 3.1. We finish this section by noting that inequality (3.5) also holds for

a = ß = 0, and it then shows that the operator w —» <p *„ w is a continuous

linear operator in Wi'p(R2d). From this, standard semigroup theory [13] leads

to existence and uniqueness of a solution of (2.5) in W"z'p(K2'i) when the initial

data Wj belongs to this space, without using the usual L2-theory of the Wigner

equation.

4.  CONVERGENCE OF THE PARTICLE METHOD FOR A SMOOTH POTENTIAL

This section provides the convergence analysis for the method (2.7), (2.8).

We assume here that Hypothesis 1 is satisfied with r = m and that the potential

V has the regularity given by Hypothesis 2 with m > 2d. The equations for

the particle movement are easily solved:

Et2
(4.0) X/(í)=Xi(0) + t>,(0)í+-T-,        vi(t) = vi(0) + Et.

Since these particles are initially distributed along a regular mesh (with mesh

spacing h ), they remain on a regular mesh deduced from the initial one by a

linear mapping.

Given a particle approximation (2.6) of the solution w, with w¡(t) s¿

w{Xiit), Vfit), t), one can easily construct a smooth approximation of w :

(4.1a) whE(x,v,t)= Y h2dwi(t)i:e{x-xiit)Ke(v -«,(/)),

lez"

where the delta functions of (2.6) have been regularized by the cutoff Çe.

The crucial point of the convergence analysis is the error estimate of the

approximation w(x¡(t), v¡(t), t) ~ w¡(t), which is given by the following the-

orem.

Theorem 4.1. Let the initial data w¡ belong to L2(R2d) n Wm>°°(R2d) and

satisfy |||w/|||m,oo < oo. Then, for any T > 0, there exists a positive constant

C(T, m, V, Q so that

SUp \w(Xi(t) , Vj(t) , t) - Wi(t)\
i£Zld

(4.1b) / hm\
<C(T,m,V,0\\\wI\\\m,oo[em + —j

holds for any t, t£[0, T].
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Here, e denotes the scaling parameter of the cutoff function Ç and h the

grid spacing of the regular particle mesh. From this result, standard particle

method analysis [ 10] leads to the error estimate

/        hm\
sup  \\w(t) - wï(t)\\LOO{R2d) = O (em + —   .

As usual for particle methods, the theorem will be proved in two steps:

- consistency of the quadrature approximation involved in (2.9a),

- stability of the differential system (2.9).

4.1. Consistency. The quadrature formula (2.9a) relies on two approximations:

the regularization of the operator 9 and the approximation of the integral (2.8)

by a discrete sum. First, the regularization consists in replacing 9w by

9ew = Ce *x (tp *v w).

Since the cutoff function Ç£ satisfies Hypothesis 1, the following result [10]

holds.

Lemma 4.1. If u £ Wm^(Rd),  1 < p < oo, then we have

\\u - C£ * «||lp(R¿) < Cew||«||^.p(R«)-

Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 show that w and 9w belong to the space
Wm'00(R2d), which is included in rVm'°°(Rd, L°°(Rd)). Therefore, the previ-

ous lemma implies the estimate

(4.2) \\9w — 9 w\\Lao^Loa^^< Ce  \\9w\\wmiOC^d^L00^Ld^,

and hence, by Remark 3.1, the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 we have

\\9w - ö£ifj||Loo(R2rf) < C(í)em||^/lk™.oo(R2íí),

with C £ C([0,oo)).

Next, we investigate the error related to the discretization of the integral by

applying a standard result [10, 14]:

Lemma 4.3. Let (x, ,v¡), i £ Z2d, be a mesh in E2d with control volumes ta,,

i £ l?d, and mesh spacing h (ta, = 0(h2d)). Then, there exists a constant

C > 0, independent of h, such that for any function g £ lVm'x(R2d), m>2d,

we have

(4.3) / / g(x, v) dxdv - Y (Oig(x¡, v¡) <  Chm\\g\\Wm,\^läy

So it only remains to prove that the integrand in (2.8),

(4.4)    g(x,v) = t,£(xo-x)tp(x,vo-v)w(x,v,to),        (x0, v0, to) fixed,

belongs to Wm>x(R2d).
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Lemma 4.4. For any T > 0, there exists a constant C(T, m, V, Q so that

||C£(X0 - x)tp(X , Vo - V)W(X , V, ío)ll^.'(K^)

<C(T, m,F,0|||w/HU>oo¿

holds for any e > 0 and for any (xn ,v0,to)£ R2d x[0, T].

Proof. Let (x0, v0, t0) belong to R2d x [0, T] and e be a positive real number.

We consider the function g defined by (4.4) and we compute its derivatives

d£dvg, \a\ + \ß\ < m . First, we differentiate with respect to v and use equality
(2.4) for <p :

d£g(x,v)=    Y   jYn1Ce(xo-x)(-l)ß'dv^(p(x,vo-v)dv^w(x,v,to)

:C£(X0-X)2(T)   ̂=   £
ßl\ß2w It )

ßl+ßl+ß}=ß

x \m[(-2ix)^e2ix'^-v\-2)^d^V(2(vo - v))]dß>w(x, v , t0).

Secondly, differentiating with respect to x gives

d^dig(x,v)

y.   ( . . fß!'0,0,0,(-i)a'dx'cs(xo-x)
,^.=nUi\a2\a3\a4\ßx\ß2\ß3\K

a\ +0:2+0:3+04=a

ßl+ßl + ßl=ß

<*2<£l

dßa-1     Im (-2i)ß\0 ßx[      x(ßi-a^[2i(vo - V)]^e2ix'{v°-V)
(ßi -a2)\

x(-2)ß^V(2(v0-v)) d?dß>w(x,v,to)\.

The Ll norm of this derivative is estimated by

I|a?ô/Sll£'(**) < C(a, ß) Y [\\d^Ce(x)\\LI{RI¡)\\va^Viv)\\vm
ol\ +02+0:3+04=a

ßl+ß2+ßi=ß
ai<ßi

X \\xß'-^d^dv^Wix , V, Í0)IIl=o(r2-)].

Then Proposition 3.1 leads to

||g||iym,l(R2rf)  < C(m,  t)\\C(x)\\Wm. 1(R¿)

l2

sup    \\vadßV(v)\\V(m
\a\+\ß\<m

IIIHII,

with C(m, -)£ C([0,oo)).
Finally, estimate (4.5) is obtained with

C
IK   llw"".|(R<') < -7n-¡\\C\\rV'"^{R'')-      n

The following proposition is an immediate consequence of the previous lem-

mas and concludes the consistency analysis.
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Proposition 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1  and for any T > 0,

there exists a constant C(T, m, V, Ç) so that

(4.6)

9w(Xo ,V0,t0)-  Y h2dÇe(X0 ~ Xj)<p(Xj , Vo - Vj)w(Xj , Vj , t0)

j<iZld

h™
em

<C(7\m,F,C)|||™/|||,

holds for any (xo, vq , to) £R2 x[0, T].

Proof. Writing

9W(X0 ,V0,t0)-   Y h2dÇe(X0 - Xj)tp(Xj , Vo - Vj)w(Xj , Vj , to)

j€Z2d

< \9w(x0, v0, t0)-9£w(x0, vo, i0)l

+ 9EW(X0 ,V0,t0)-  Y n2dCe(x0 - Xj)tp(Xj , Vo - Vj)w(Xj , Vj , t0)

j£lld

and applying Lemma 4.2 to the first term, and Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 to the second

term, yields the result.   D

4.2. Stability. The weighted particle method reduces to a system of infinitely

many differential equations

dWi        ^   u2drzi„       „ \„/„     ».       ... \... .■ ̂  H,2d
(4.7) dt

= Y h2d¥{Xi - Xj)tp(Xj, vi - Vj)wj,        i

iez2d

while the exact solution satisfies

d
(4.8)

We set

dt
[w(Xi(t) , Vt(t) , t)] = (9w)(Xi(t), Vt(t) ,t), i£

7ld

e¡(t) = w(x¡(t), v¡(t), t) - Wj(t),        i £ 7 2d

The e, satisfy

d_
dt

(4.9)

et =  Y h2dÇE(xi - x¡)<p(xj, Vi - vj)ej

sei™

+   (9w)(Xi,Vi,t)

- Y h2dCE(x¡ - Xj)tp(x¡, vi - Vj)w(Xj, Vj, t)
j£Lld

We aim at establishing a uniform (in i and t) estimate of the error e¡,

as stated in Theorem 4.1. We already know from the consistency result in
Proposition 4.1 that the last term in (4.9) is of order 0(em + hm/em). The last

ingredient is then the stability of the differential system (4.9) or (4.7), which is

based on the next lemma.
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Lemma 4.5. Let t belong to [0, T] and L = L(t) be an operator on lp(Z2d),

1 < p < oo, defined by

(L(t)u)¡ =   Y h2dCe(Xi(t) - Xj(t))tp(Xj(t) , Vi(t) - Vj(t))Uj , i £ 12d ,

j€Z2d

for any u = (Uj)ieIy2d, u £ lp(Z2d).

Under Hypotheses 1 and 2, L is a continuous linear operator in lp(Z2d),

uniformly bounded with respect to t £[0, T], e < 1, A < 1, 1 <p < oo.

Proof. We will directly prove the lemma for p = 1  and p = oo.  Then, the

Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem [20] yields the general result.
First let u belong to l°°(Z2d). For any i £ Z2d , we have

\(Lu),\ < Y h2d\C(Xi - Xj)\ \<p(Xj, Vi - vj)\ \Uj\

(4.10)

h2d

r / Xi_Xj_
\V(2(Vi-Vj))\\Uj\

Y     \y(2(Vi-Vj))\ ii«ii/oo(ZM),

J€Z2d : t'(Xl-Xj)^0

with M = 2(2/n)dl2supx€R„\Ç(x)\.

Equalities (4.0) easily show that the distance between two particles remains

uniformly bounded from below:

We [0,71,        h<   min  {\Xi(t)-Xj(t)\ + \Vi(t)-Vj(t)\}.

i,jez2d

Then, for any i £ Z2d and any k £ N, the number N^(t) of particles in the

domain

Of (r) = {x£ Rd\Ce(Xi - x) ¿ 0} x {v £ Rd\k - 1 < \v¡ - v\ < k)

is bounded by

Nf(t)<C2^-dkd~x,

where C2 is a constant independent of i £ I?d , k £ N, and t £ [0, T]. Since

V satisfies

\V(v)\ < „ . S^.. ,       «i>0,
(l + \v W+e,

we thus have for any z e Z2íí

l^ít;,--«,■))! <C,C2¿    £
¿¿-

■h2d \f-^(2k- l)d+e>
(4.11) yez" : C«(JH-*;)*0 U-l

<c3
h2d-

We insert this estimate in (4.10) and obtain

|(Lu)i| < ÍWC3||mI|/oo(zm)   V/' £Z2d ,t£[0, T].
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For u £ lx(Z2d) we analogously obtain
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l|7w||/'(Z2«) =  Y KL")''I
i€Z2d

(4.12)

* «Se
i6Z2<i  |j'6Z2'' : C£(x,-x;)^0

Y 1^(2(1;/-ü;))||M7-|

Since |K(—v)| = \V(v)\, we can reorder this sum and apply (4.11):

(4.13)

n2d

I|£m||/i(zm) < M—r Y I"'' Y \V(2(Vi-v]))\
íeZ2¿ L/GZ2¿ : r\*iXi-Xj)jo

< MC3\\u\\,uVd),        re [0,7].   D

This lemma yields

Proposition 4.2. The differential equations (4.7) and (4.9) admit unique solu-

tions in l°°(Z2d).

Moreover, the proof of Theorem 4.1 ends by applying Gronwall's lemma to

the differential system (4.9).

4.3. LP-convergence. First we want to derive the /''-convergence of the particle

approximation w¡. Since each particle has the phase space control volume h2d ,

we have to consider the following /z-dependent norms:

i/p

(4.14) Witt*«):= ( E h2d\e'\p
liez"

1 < p < 00.

Theorem 4.2. Let the initial data w¡ belong to L2(R2d) n Wm>°°(R2d) and

satisfy (3.1) with p = m and p = oo. Then, for any 7 > 0 and any e2 > 0,

there exists a positive constant Cp, £2 such that

(4.15) \eit)\\,i(z2d)<CP,£l[em + —

l-(l+«2)/P

1 < p < CO,

holds for any t £ [0, 7].

Prao/. The error of the particle method, defined by

dit) = wiXiit), Viit), t) - Wf(t) , i £ Z2d ,

already satisfies IMI/«.^«*) -* 0 when h/e, e —> 0. Therefore, it is sufficient

to prove uniform boundedness of |H|/í>(Z2¿) , 1 < p < oo, and to apply the

following estimate:

(4.16) \e\\p - llell/°°(Z2'i)l|e|l/1+e2(Z2<')'

From Proposition 3.1 we readily conclude

(4.17) \WÍXiit) , Vfit) , t)\ <
C

l + \Xiit)\2d + \v,(t)\2^
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with C independent of i £ Z2d and t e [0, 7]. Since the particles are always

positioned on a regular grid, uniformly covering the phase space R2d (see (4.0)),

(4.17) represents a decay estimate, which implies

(4.18) \\w(Xi(t), Vi(t), t^fP^) < Cp,        l<p<oo,

with Cp independent of h < 1, t £ [0, 7].
Since Lemma 4.5 implies the /^-stability of the differential equation (4.7),

we conclude that (w,)ieziä, and thus e, are bounded in lph(Z2d), 1 < p < oo,

uniformly with respect to t £ [0, 7], e < 1, h < 1.   D

We remark that a convergence result for the /¿(Z2d)-norm can be obtained

if stricter conditions on w¡ are imposed.

From this theorem we can now obtain Z/(RM)-convergence of w¡!, defined

in (4.1a):

Theorem 4.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 and for any e2> 0, there

exists a positive constant Cp, £, such that

(4.19)

sup   ||to(r) -<(0IIl/>(r2<')
i6[o,n

<C
P,£2

l-(l+£2)/p

1 < p < OO.

Proof. The result for p = oo has already been obtained in §4.2. For 1 < p < oo,

we estimate

I|w(0-w£A(0IIlp(r2<<)

< ||u;(r) - n^zXOIW2«) + PÍCM0 - u>?(0IIi,(rm) ,

where the smoothed particle approximation of wit) is defined by

(4.21)       n*(i)w(r) := Y h2dw(Xi(t) , ü/W , OH* - xi(i))C£(« - «,(*)).
i€Z2<<

Standard particle method analysis [10] shows that the first term of the right-
hand side of (4.20) is 0(em + hm/em). Since Ç is compactly supported and

|C£(x)| < M/ed , we estimate the second term as follows:

\p

S
Jru

Y h2d[wix¡, v¡, t) - WiitWix - Xi)Civ - Vi

¡GZ2¿

IP

h2d

dxdv

(4.22)
<

/,/rw
M-

,ld Y       \WÍXi,Vj,t)-Wiit)\
\x,-x\<Ce
l«i—«l<Ce

dxdv

<Yh2d
j£Z2d

M
h^_
,2d E \wiXi, Vi, t)-w¡it)\

\Xi-xj\<C{e+h)

\Vi-Vj\<C(e+h)

In this last expression the sum over  z   is finite, including at most  N =
C(\ +e2d/h2d) particles, with C independent of j,e, h, and t. Using the
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estimate (Y,f=x \a¡\)p < Np~x £JI, \a¡\p , we obtain

\\nhs(t)wit)-w^it)\\pU(1i2d)

(h \ 2dp
-)     N"~l       E       h2d\w(Xi,Vi,t)-Wi(t)\p.

e' \xi-Xj\<C(e+h)
\Vi-Vj\<C(e+h)

Since each term \w(x¡, v¡, t) - w¡(t)\p , i £ Z2d , can only appear A^ times in

this expression, we finally get

/       h2d\p
(4.24) \\nhe(t)w(t)-w^t)\\l{m<CMp[\ + -^j   \\e\\pr{zldy   D

5. Convergence analysis for a rectangular potential barrier

In this section, we shall analyze the one-dimensional particle method for the

potential V, given by

(5.1) KM-/1   »"H.D.
v     ' v  ;     1 0   else.

Its Fourier transform is

V(v) =
1    sin(u/2)

f2ü    v/2

Then, Hypothesis 2 and, consequently, the above convergence analysis, no

longer hold. In order to solve this problem, we propose two different meth-

ods. The first consists in slightly modifying the original equation by taking a
mollified potential Va = V * na . Then we prove that the exact solution wa

of the Wigner equation with the potential Va converges in L2(R2) to the so-

lution w obtained with V, when a —► 0. The particle method (2.7), (2.9)
is applied to the regularized equation, for which Theorem 4.3 ensures conver-

gence in L2(R2). Then the combination of these two approximations yields

convergence in L2(R2) as a —> 0, e —► 0, h/e -» 0. The second way to treat
the rectangular potential relies on a modified particle method which preserves

the discrete /2-norm of the particle solution. It will be directly applied to the

Wigner equation for the nonsmooth potential V.

In both cases, we will assume that the initial data w¡ belongs to L2(R2),

which implies existence and uniqueness of a solution w(t) £ C(R, L2(R2)).

The time-variable will be confined to a fixed interval [0, 7] and we notice that

the set {wit), t £ [0, 7]} is a compact subset of L2(R2), as the continuous

image of [0, 7]. This compactness leads to L2 -strong convergence results for

the two methods that we propose. In particular, we will refer to the following

lemma:

Lemma 5.1. Let E denote a Banach space. If the sequence (5'„)„eN of bounded

linear operators converges to S in the strong operator topology, then it converges

to S, uniformly in any compact subset of E.

For the sake of completeness, we give the proof of this result.

Proof of Lemma 5.1. By the Banach-Steinhaus theorem we get that \\Sn\\ is
uniformly bounded with respect to n , and that S is a bounded operator with
||5||<liminf„||5„||.
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Let K bea compact subset of E and let us assume that the sequence S„ does

not converge uniformly on K. Then, there exists a positive constant Co > 0

and two sequences (S„k)keN and (xk)keN , xk £ K, so that

\Snkxk-Sxk\>ßo   V/ceN.

Thanks to the compactness of K, we can assume the sequence (xk)ki^ to
converge to a limit x, x £ K . By writing

^n^Xfc ~ ^>Xk = OnkXk      ^n^X + ^n^X — oX + oX — oXj ,

we get

£o < \Snkxk -Sxk\< 2M\\xk - x|| + \\S„kx - Sx\\,

where M denotes sup„ ||5"„ ||.
Obviously this inequality contradicts the assumptions which imply the right-

hand side to converge to 0.   D

5.1. Error estimate for regularizing the potential. In this subsection, the initial

data wj is supposed to belong to L2(R2) n Wm'°°(R2), with m > 2, and to

satisfy |||iu/||U,oo<oo.

We choose the mollifier

t(x) = -nm(-) ,        x£R,
a      Va/

where nm is recursively defined by

flk = m*tlk-i,        0<k<m,

and

"oW = {o   else.

Then the Fourier transform of the regularized potential Va = na * V is equal

to

ifxe[-^, \],

Va = V2nnaV,

or explicitly

(5.2) V~°iv)
sin(av/2)

(av/2)

m+l
sin(v/2)

Vu £ R.

This equality shows that the potential Va satisfies Hypothesis 2. Therefore,

the previous convergence analysis of the particle method holds for the corre-

sponding Wigner equation,

(5.3)
J d,wa + vdxwa + Edvwa = tpa *v wa,

\ wa(t = 0) = w¡,

where the function tpa is given by (2.4):

tpa(x, v) = — Im
Tí

,2ivx hin(av)\m

\    av

The next proposition states that the solution wa of equation (5.3) is a good

approximation of the solution of equation (2.1) when a is small.
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Proposition 5.1. Let T be a positive real number, then we have

(5.4) sup  ||«;(0 - wa(t)\\L2{m -» 0   when a -* 0.
t€[0,T]

Proof. Taking the difference between (2.1) and (5.3) gives

d,(w - wa) + vdx(w - wa) + Edv(w - wa)

= (<p - tpa) *vw + <pa *v (w - wa),

(w-wa)(t = 0) = 0.

As a consequence, (w - wa) is the solution of

(w - wa)(t) = / G,-S[tpa *v (w - wa)(s) + (tp- tpa) *v w(s)] ds,
Jo

where Gt is the semigroup defined by (3.3).

This implies

661

(5.5)
(it; - wa)(0llL2(R2) <    ['[\\<Pa*v(W-Wa)(s)\\L2{R2

Jo

+ \\(<p - <pa) *v w(s)\\L2m]ds.

The second term of the integrand is bounded by

SUP    \\(<p-(pa)*vW(s)\\L2m.
se[0,T]

For the first term, we write the convolution product tpa*vu, with u £ L2(R2),

in its Fourier integral form:

^ *v U = ¿ H2 7 I1"* (X ~ 2) " Va (X + 2)] U{X ' ^ei{V~i)ri dZdn >

which gives the estimates

\\<Pa *v «||l2(m2) < I [V° (x-\)- V« (x + \)] û(x, „)||l2(r2)

<  2||Fa||Loo(R)||ZÍ||L2(R2).

Since the norm ||Fa||Loo(R) is bounded by || V||LOO(R), estimate (5.5) implies

||(u;-ti;a)(Z)||L2(R2) < 7  sup   \\(f - tpa) *v w(s)\\L2{m
s€[0,T]

+ Í 2\\V\\L<xm\\(w-wa)(s)\\L2(mds   VZ€[0, 7].
Jo

By Gronwall's lemma, we get existence of a constant C(T), only depending on

7, so that

\\(w-wa)(t)\\L2m<C(T)  sup  \\(<p-<Pa)*vW(s)\\L2m
s€[0,T]

holds for any t£[0, 7].
It only remains to prove that the right-hand side of this estimate goes to 0

when a-tO. According to Lemma 5.1, and because {w(s), s £ [0, 7]} is a

compact subset of L2(R2), this follows when it can be proven that the operator
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(tpa*v) converges to (tp*v) = 9 in the strong operator topology. Let u belong

to L2(R2). Then we have

[(<pa -<P)*V U](X, V)

= èiji Yva ~v) (x " 2 ) ~{ya ~v) (x + f)lu{x ' ^e'{v~i)" dzd*

and

\\(<pa-<p)*vu\\L2m < I {(Va - V) (x - |) - (Va - V) (x + I)] û(x, ri)\\ .

Since the function nm which determines the mollifier rf is compactly sup-

ported, we easily get

(Va ~v)(x-Tj -(Va-V)(x + ^j\^0   whena^O

almost everywhere in R2 n.

With

[(Va - V) (x - I) - (Va -V)(x+ \)\ û(x, n)\ < 4||F||Loo(R)|û(x, z/)|,

Lebesgue's theorem shows

\\((pa-(p)*v u\\Li(W) -* 0   when a ->0,

for any fixed w € L2(R2).   G

Remark 5.1. In this proof we have never used the particular form of the poten-

tial V. Thus, Proposition 5.1 holds for any potential V in L°°(R).
The solution wa of the regularized equation (5.3) can be approximated by

the particle method. Because of the regularity of the potential Va , Theorem

4.1 applies in this case and provides an error estimate in L°°(R2). Combined

with the result of Proposition 5.1, it implies that this procedure furnishes an

approximation w% £ converging to w as (a, h/e, e) —> 0.

5.2.   A particle method preserving the discrete /2-norm. Formally, we obtain

such a particle method by replacing (2.9a) by

(5.6)
dwj

dt

This gives

Y W(Xi - Xj)
j€Z2

(P(Xj, Vi -Vj) + tpiXj , Vi - Vj)
wJ ' Z €

1'ez2

dw¡

~~dt
■w,=  Y W(Xi - xj)9{Xi ' Vi ~ VJ) t9{Xi ' Vi " Vi) Vf

ijez.2

Because C£ is even and tpix, -v) = -tpix, v), the right-hand side is antisym-

metric with respect to (z*, j), and therefore

d_
dt eW)=o.

So, this scheme preserves the discrete /2-norm provided all these expressions

make sense, but it is no longer charge-conserving (cf. (2.10)). Indeed, we want

to apply this method directly to the case of the rectangular potential barrier,
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without any mollifying. Here the convergence analysis is based on weak com-

pactness methods following the ideas of [ 15]. It relies on a weak formulation of

a regularized Wigner equation with the right-hand side 9£w , as defined in (2.8).

The weak convergence result will then be improved to obtain strong convergence

towards the classical solution of the Wigner equation [15, 16].

Here, the existence of a solution for the differential system (5.6) is question-

able, because the stability analysis of §4.2 (relying on Hypothesis 2) no longer

holds. We will overcome this problem by considering only a finite number of

particles. This number of particles is related to the discretization parameter h

in the following way: We introduce the domain Dh = [-X„, Xh] x [-Vh, Vh]
in R2 such that

Xh —► oo   and    Vh —► oo   when h —► 0,

and we define the set //, of indices by

Ih = {(l,k)£Z2\(lh,kh)£Dh}.

By denoting i = (I, k) and K¡ = [(l-{)h, (I + \)h\ x [(fc - \)h, (k + \)h],
the differential system for the weights w¡(t), i £ h, reads

(5.7)

dw¡ = y h2cejx,   x ) ̂ Xi 'Vi ~ Vj"> + 9^Xj 'Vi ~ Vj)i

i

Wi(0) = T-J /   \wi(x, v)\2dxdv

First, we will analyze the approximation property of the solution of (5.7)

for a fixed e and h —> 0. As we have seen above, the solution of this system

preserves its /2-norm:

Y h2Wi(t)2 = Y h2Wi(0)2 = Í wj(x, v)2 dx dv.
i€h i€lh Jd*

Next we also introduce the function X¡(x, v , t) = Gt[\K,(x, v)], which satisfies

d,X¡ + vdxXi + EdvXi = 0,

(I    if(x,v)£K,,

^'V'0) = l0   else.

Then we construct the time-dependent function wh(t) £ L2(R2) by interpola-
tion:

(5.8) wh(x, v , t) = Y Wi(t)X,(x ,v,t).

Its 72-norm is given by

\\wh{t)\\L2m=   Yh2wM2-

V '€'*
and because of the conservativity property of (5.7), we get

\\Wh(t)\\L2{m  =   ||W/||z.2(Dji)   <   lltU/H^^).
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Considering wh £ L2((0, 7) x R2) gives

II^AIL2((o,7-)xk2) = ^T\\wi\\L2(Dli) < y/T\\wi\\Lim.

As a consequence, we can extract a subsequence, still denoted by wh , such that

wh — w° in 72((0, 7) x R2) weakly as h -» 0.

Lemma 5.2. The function w° £ L2((0, 7) x R2) is a weak solution of the equa-

tion

( d,w0 + vdxw0 + Edvw0 = 9Ew°,

I w°(t = 0) = w¡,

where the operator 9£ is defined by

9eu = \\9*u + 9(C *x u)] = i[C£ *x (9u) + 0(C£ *x «)]   Vzz e L2(R2).

Here "weak solution" means an element of 2i'([0, 7) x R2) which satisfies

I    /  w°(-dtip - vdxy/ - Edvy/)dxdvdt+ /   w¡y/(t = 0)dxdv
Jo   Jr2 Jr2

= - [   [ w°(9ey/)dxdvdt   Vy £ 3>([0, 7) x R2).
Jo   Jr2

Proof. Let y/ belong to 2([0, 7) x R2). For any i £ Ih , we set

y/i(t) = y/(Xi(t),Vi(t),t),       t£[0,T),

and we have

^(0 = [(Ô, + vdx + Edv)y/](Xi(t), Vi(t), t)   Vz € Ih , W 6 [0, 7).

As we did for wh in (5.8), we now define the interpolation functions y/h , 4*A ,

and fh :

¥h(x, v) = Yvi^)X,(x, v ,0),

vh(x,v,t) = Y(^¡Y-)(t)Xdx,v,t),

fh(x,v,t) = YfMxi(x,v,t),
ieih

where the functions f(t) are given by

m) = y Vax, - Xi)«Xi>v>-v')+2'{Xj'Vj-Vl)wjit)-

tel*,

We multiply equation (5.7) by h2y/¡(t) and sum up:

Y^wt= Y h'^i-*j)9{Xi'Vi~Vj)2HXj'Vi~Vj)wj*
ieih iJ£h

= Y,h2Wj

= Y h'wjfj

Yh2C'{xi-xjf{Xi'Vi-Vj)+^Xj'Vi-Vj)¥i
¡eh
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Integrating with respect to t gives
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L p2-«>(-f)«>
ieh

-fJo
Yh2wj(t)fj(t)

dt + Yh2Wi(0)wt(0)
¡eh

dt,

and by introducing y/h , *FA , and fh , we obtain

[   [ wh(x,v, t)(-*¥h(x, v, t))dxdvdt
Jo  Jr2

+ /  wh(x, v , 0)y/h(x, v)dxdv
Jr.2

= wh(x,v ,t)fh(x,v ,t)dxdvdt.
Jo  Jr2

Since the test function y/ belongs to 3>([0, 7) x R2), we easily get

wh - ¥(t = 0) in L2(R2),

V* -» (d, + vdx + Edv)ip   in L2((0, 7) x R2), as h -+ 0.

Moreover, we already know that

wh(t = 0)^wi   inL2(R2),

inL2(R2x (0, 7)) weak.wh —' tl>°

Then equation (5.10) is obtained by taking the limit of the previous equality as

h —> 0, as soon as we have proved strong convergence:

/* - (-9ey/)   in L2(R2 x (0, 7)), as h -> 0.

Hereafter, F will denote the function defined by

7(X , V , x', V1) = C£(x' - x)—-'-^- ,

(x, v , x', v') £ R4, where we recall

tp(x, v) = — Im
n

~2ivx sinw

Because of the regularity of C£ (Hypothesis 1), F is a continuous function,

and there are constants C and D such that

(5.11)

and

(5.12)

F(x, v , x', v') <
1 + \v -v1

F(x,v,x',v') = 0   if\x-x'\>D.
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Since xp belongs to ^([0, 7) x R2) and F is continuous, the sum

Y h2 F ix ,v,Xi, Vi)y/{Xi, v¡, t)

i€h

converges to

/Jr2
F(x,v,x',v')y/(x',v', t)dx'dv' = -(9£>p)(x,v, t)

as h -* 0, for any fixed (x, v , t) £ R2x (0, 7). We fix (x, v , t) £ R2 x (0, 7)

and assume that h is small enough in order to ensure ¿/e/ Xjix, v, t) = I.

Then, we have

fix, v, t) - Y h2 F ix ,v,Xi, Vi)y/iXi, Vi, t)

ieh

YXjix,v,t)
jeih

Yh2(F(Xj,Vj,Xi, v¡)

ieih

- Fix ,v,x¡, v¡)) y/(Xj, Vi, t)

and the right-hand side can be estimated by

Yh2W(Xi,Vi,t)\
ieh

x sup        (F(x", v", x', v') - F(x, v, x', v')).
(x' ,t/)esupp y/(t)

\x"-x\<h

\v"—v\<h

The first factor is bounded by a constant and the second converges to 0 as

h -» 0, because F is uniformly continuous on the compact set {(x", v") £

R2| \x" - x| < 1 and \v" - v\ < 1} x supp y/(t). This proves that for any

(x, v, t) £ R2 x (0, 7), fh(x ,v,t) converges to (-9£y/)(x, v, t) as h -> 0.

Moreover, the decay properties of F, (5.11) and (5.12), and the compactness

of supp^(i) provide two constants C and D' (independent of h) suchthat

v(,,»,„eR^(0,r,//V-"'')sÄ  -a  l«Xx...0IS,fe.
{ fh(x,v,t) = (9Ey/)(x,v,t) = 0   if |x|>D'.

Then, by applying Lebesgue's theorem to the function \fh + 6>£y/|2, we obtain

the convergence
fh^_Qe¥    i„L2(R2 x (0, 7)).    D

The above convergence result can now be improved.

Proposition 5.2. There exists a unique solution we in C([0, 7), L2(R2)) of

equation (5.9), and the whole sequence wh converges strongly to we in

L2(R2 x(0, 7)), as /z->0.

Proof. From the estimate

IIC£ *x w||¿2(R2) < II"IIl2(R2)
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and the boundedness of the operator 9 in L2(R2), we conclude that 9£ is

bounded. Since this operator satisfies

./r

2/id>2\u(9Eu)dxdv = 0   Vw 6 L
R2

there exists a unique mild solution of equation (5.9), u;£ e C([0, 7), L2(R2)),
with

IKMkw = IKIIlw   Vie [0,7).

We denote e = w° - w£, where w° is the function introduced in Lemma

5.2 as the limit of a subsequence of iwh). This function, belonging to

L2(R2 x (0, 7)), is a weak solution of

Í dte + vdxe + Edve = 9£e,

\ eit = 0) = 0.

Therefore, we have

d,e + vdxe + Edve £ L2(R2 x (0, 7)),

and for almost every t £ (0, 7)

/
(dte + vdxe + Edve)e dx dv = 0.

R2

Using the unitary group Gt, we see that this is equivalent to

^||G_ie(0||L2(R2)=0,

which leads to

lk(0ll¿2(R2) = IIG-ííKOIIz.2^2) = 0   for almost every t £ (0, 7).

Thus, we have \\e\\L2^0,T)xR2) - ^ and w° = w£. The uniqueness of the limit

w° implies that the whole sequence (wh) converges to w° = w£,

wh — w£   inL2(R2 x (0, 7)) weak.

Moreover, the convergence of the norm

II™aIIl2(r2x(o,d) = y/f\\whit = O)!!^^)

to

^T\\Wlh2{R2) = IKIIl2(R2x(0,7-))

implies

wh _ we     in L2(R2 x (o ( T^ strong      D

The cutoff function Ç£, as an approximation of the delta function, satisfies

II" - C£ *x u\\L2{m ̂0   for e - 0, u £ L2(R2).

As a consequence, it is easily proved that 9£ converges to 9 in the strong

operator topology. Therefore, we can apply the same analysis as in §5.1 and

state the final result in
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Theorem 5.1. For any fixed e, the sequence wh defined by (5.8) satisfies

wh^w£   z'«L2(R2x (0, 7))

and further, as e -* 0, we have

SUP    ||W£(í)-W(0llz,2(M2)^0.
ie[0,T]
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